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Abstr~t. Gak and Ry~r have g&n a ntxcssary and sufficient condition fcx tht existence of a 
matrix of zeros and ones w& spuci&d row and column sums. Though in pmxal it appears 
qurte dif#‘k& to compute the number of such matriceJt, it is shown in this note that it is posPtble 
to ~htain a quite lrtementary and Emily used formula tn 3 lnrge nunher of interesting cases. 
f . lhttoduction 
Gale and Ryser have given a neocssary and sufficient ccqdition for the 
existence of a matrix ofter~c; and snec with specified row and calumn 
sums f 41. Snapper [ 5 1 i-and Coleman [ 3 ] have given t‘ormufas expressing 
th-e number of zero-one matrices with specified row and ualumn sums as 
an inner product of characters of tht: symmetric group. This rlote is rie- 
voted to getting an elementary combinatorial fi>rmula for the number of 
zero-me matrices with specified row sums and with certain (but not all 
possible) column sums. 
To make our notation and proofs simple we adopt a slightlv unusual . * 
delr”tnitian of a partition of an integer M. By a partitiort of the nonnega- 
tive integer ~t,r WI: mean a nsninsreasing sequence of m ncnnegative in- * 
tcgers that a&i to nr. By the conj~~~~ K” of a partition B nre mean the se, 
quence whose ith term is the number of terms af R greater than or equal 
to i. The Gale+-Ryser theorem involves a par Gal ordering of partitisns 
described as follows. .A partition P af or riwjotises or Ifc~~~b~aft~s a parti- 
tion Q of sn if, for each i. the sum of the firs? i terms of P is greater than 
or equal to the sum of the first i terms of Q, The Gale---Ryser theorem 
says that there is a zereonc matrix whose row sum vector is R and whase 
column sum vector is Q if and only if the conjugate R” of R dominates 
. 
Q . 
in Fact, there is exactly one matrix with r(:w sum verztor R and ~alun~n 
sum vector R”, the so-called maximal mstrix of R, denoted by MWJ. We 
say that a matrix of zeros and ones is masimd if each entry above and to 
Q = Pti,, i,, ..+, i,:. jl, j.!, ..-, j,? e 
. 6. 
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Our next lemma states that in certain rzircumstances the number 
I&4*(R, Q)/ may be factored. 
Proof. Let ;-I be a matrix in A4*( R, Q). Then A4 and M(R) contain the 
same number of ones in columns 1 through i and also contain th$ same 
number of ones in columns i + 1 through rn. 
Thus we can obtain a matrix in &4* (R,, QiP> by taking the first i 
columns of M ami She last Ott II_ i columns sfM(R), and a matrix 
34’(R, UiQ) by takrng the first i columns of 1%4(R) and the last ?)I - i 
coluqms of &4. Thus we can associate an element 0f the Cartesian prod- 
uct ,W(R, QiPj X &4+(R, PiQ) with each 4enwnt of M”cR, Q). Now two 
different matrices in M*(R., Q> will differ in at least one column, and thus 
different matrices yield different ordered pairs. By taking the first i cob 
umns of a matrix in M’(R, QiP) and the last MI - i columns of a matrix 
in M*(R, PiQ), we obtain a matrix in MY!?, Q,. Thus we have a bijdion 
between .Jl*t.R, Qr and M*(R, QiPj X M*(R, PiQ), and the lemma is 
proved. 
Proof. Since by assumption i, < j, < i, +fi for each n, Lemma 2 may be 
applied k times. 
NOW tcl compute I b4*(R, P(i;j) 1 we note that if M is in M*(R, P&j)), 
then according to Lemma 1, .kf may be- obtained from M(R) by moving 
ones to the right. Note that no ones may be moved IO or from columns 
earlier than column i or later than colun,nj, that exactly one one must 
be moved from column i and exactlv one one must be moved into column - 
j. Now any column between ca,Itimn i and column j might a.iso be 
changed. It is easy to see that if this is the case, exactly one one is moved 
.inte the column f roan thi left and exactty one ox- is mnoved from the 
co!r>mn to the right. 
Given a matrix M in M*(R, fii; j)\), t.Rtre is some set of columns of fti 
which ‘differ from those of .W.R).. Th,us 
L%d’(R. P(i;j)bi = 
= c I {MEM*(R. PJyi; 131: ,M and M(R, differ in the 
~:olumns uf the set S) I , 
where the plum rum aver all subs&s of t: ,r interval of integers from i + 1 
to j I incfusivc. 
SUppose that s = (6.1, “2, .,., L*;: i is 15;; 5et of caIumns where a matrix, 
in IWR. filri: j)‘) is to differ from MiR lr. ‘Then there are pi ‘-- pC, places 
in ~futnn i whert: a onr! may be moved’ to column cl , and SQ on. Thus 
there are 
i I= co < c, < . . . < cr < c,+, = i . 
Combining this with @or&kry 1 we get the onHy theorem of this note. 
i M*(R, p(i,. i,, ..“, ik; j+ . ..+ ikW = 
‘F%;lij result generalizes Bryla.wski’s computation of I A!( W, Q) 1 when 
Y c~vcrs Q in the domination lattire 121. 
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I wx.dd like ta thank Professor Brylawski for insisting to me that his- 
ref;uit was only a beginning and make the same comment about the re- 
sult of this note. 
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